First-principles study on the electric structure and ferroelectricity in epitaxial CsSnI₃ films†
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Ferroelectricity is a potentially crucial issue in inorganic halide perovskites, which are breakthrough materials in photovoltaic research. However, to date, conclusive evidence for ferroelectricity in all-inorganic halide perovskites is still lacking. Herein, using density functional theory simulations and symmetry analysis, it is found that two stable ferroelectric phases, P4bm and Pmc21(I), can be induced by compressive and tensile strain in all-inorganic halide perovskite CsSnI₃ films. More importantly, the calculated polarization value is as high as several µC cm⁻² which is desirable for the separation of photo-excited carriers in these materials. In addition, it is found that the P4bm phase has an indirect band gap and the Pmc21(I) phase has a suitable direct band gap for the absorption of visible light. In particular, tensile strain can alter the band gaps by several tenths of an electronvolt in the Pmc21(I) phase. Overall, these results give useful insight for strained CsSnI₃ films and hopefully provide a new route to design ferroelectric semiconductors for photovoltaic materials in the less-explored inorganic halide perovskites.

1. Introduction

To meet the growing energy demand of society, the use of photovoltaic cells to directly convert sunlight into electric power is a very feasible concept. Developing new photovoltaic materials with high power conversion efficiencies and increasing the efficiency of solar cells are absolutely vital to widely replace other means of energy production.1-3 Remarkably, in ferroelectric (FE) photovoltaic devices, where a homogeneous FE material acts as the light-absorbing layer, spontaneous electric polarization can promote the desirable separation of electron–hole pairs, which may enable efficiencies beyond the maximum possible in a conventional p–n junction solar cell.3-8 For instance, with the use of inorganic FE perovskite oxides of [KNbO₃]ₓ[BaNi₁₋ₓNb₁₋₂O₃₋₄] as the solar absorbing layers and carrier separators in practical photovoltaics, the photovoltaic efficiency can be more than 3%.4 Moreover, a high power conversion efficiency of 8.1% has been achieved in double perovskite multiferroic oxides of Bi₂FeCrO₆.5 Nevertheless, conversion efficiency and the photocurrent density need to be further improved, since most FE materials have a large band gap,6,7 and their transition metal d bands are highly localized near the Fermi level, which increases the opportunity for electron–hole recombination during carrier transport from the bulk to the surface of the material.19 In this context, designing smaller band gap FE materials with long carrier diffusion lengths is highly desired; however, this task is conceptually challenging.

Organic–inorganic hybrid perovskites, most notably methylammonium lead triiodide (MAPbI₃), exhibit semiconducting band gaps suitable for the absorption of visible light, long range carrier diffusion lengths, and weak exciton binding energies, and thus, have made a breakthrough in the photovoltaic field.11-13 In addition to its preeminent semiconducting merits, large FE polarization (~38 µC cm⁻²) is estimated in MAPbI₃ by comprehensive calculations.16,17 However, due to the complex dynamic motions of organic MAPbI₃, conclusive evidence is still lacking for the bulk ferroelectricity of MAPbI₃, such as dielectric anomaly and electric hysteresis loops.18 Recently, another organic–inorganic hybrid perovskite, CH₃NH₃GeI₃, has attracted much attention due to its lead-free and highly distorted structure. In a previous study, a detailed theoretical investigation was conducted to predict the total FE polarization, which was about 13.8 µC cm⁻².19 Despite the enormous success of organic–inorganic hybrid halide perovskites in solar cell research, a serious issue is their poor long-term device stability, especially under heat and humidity conditions, in which hinders their large-scale commercial applications. To resolve this issue, the use of inorganic cations such as Cs+ to replace CH₃NH₃⁺ at the A site (e.g. CsPbCl₃, CsPbBr₃, and CsPbI₃) significantly increases the stabilities of halide perovskites.12,20-23 However, investigations on the ferroelectrics of all-inorganic...
halide perovskites are scarce. Consequently, it is of great interest to induce ferroelectricity in halide perovskites consisting of totally inorganic components having good stability and possessing suitable band gaps for absorption in the solar spectrum.

To induce the ferroelectricity in inorganic halide perovskites, a straightforward method is to follow the ideas used for perovskite oxides. A typical example is the hybrid improper FE mechanism which provides a robust route to achieve ferroelectricity from nonpolar components.24–27 In this regard, previous study has predicted that the inversion symmetry in CsSnI3 can be broken by ordering Cs+ by other cations (e.g. Rb+) at the atomic scale on the perovskite A site. In this system, the calculated band gap is 1.58 eV which is suitable for absorption in the solar spectrum. Nevertheless, the calculated electric polarization is about 1 μC cm−2 which is smaller than that for organic–inorganic hybrid halide perovskites.28 In this context, designing FE inorganic perovskites with larger electric polarization is still highly desirable.

The central objective of this study is to search for all-inorganic FE halide perovskites possessing suitable band gaps and large electric polarization. With first-principle calculations, we comprehensively investigate the effects of biaxial strain and the accompanying structural distortions on the energy landscapes, electric polarization, and band gaps of films of the perovskite photovoltaic material CsSnI3, which is a counterpart of full-inorganic perovskite. CsSnI3 exhibits semiconducting and high carrier mobilities.29,30 Moreover, CsSnI3 perovskite photovoltaic devices exhibit stability ~10 times greater than devices with the same architecture using MAPbI3.31 Herein, it is found that both compressive and tensile strain can drive the non-polar phase (Pnma) into the polar phase (P4bm in the compressive range and Pmc21-(I) in the tensile range). Emphatically, our calculations show that the FE polarization is up to several μC cm−2 and the polarization is greatly enhanced compared with a previous study. Moreover, we show that compressive strain can induce a direct–indirect band gap transformation accompanied with a Pnma to P4bm transition. The Pmc21-(I) phase has a suitable direct band gap for the absorption of visible light and tensile strain can alter the band gaps by several tenths of an electronvolt in this phase. In addition, we also predict that there is an electric–elastic response in the vicinity of the phase boundary of the Pmc21-(I) and Pmc21-(II) phases. Therefore, it is expected that the strained CsSnI3 films can serve as light-absorbing materials and these results can stimulate the study of ferroelectricity in less-explored inorganic halide perovskites.

2. Computational methods

Optimization for crystal structures and computations on electronic properties were based on density functional theory (DFT) within the PBEsol exchange correlation functional32 implemented in the VASP package.33 The electrons taken to be valence were 5s25p66s2 of Cs and 5s25p2 of Sn, and 5s25p5 of I. A plane-wave basis set within the projector-augmented-wave method with a 600 eV plane-wave energy cutoff was used throughout.34 A Γ-centered 8 × 8 × 6 k-point mesh sampling was used for the √2 × √2 × 2 (20 atoms) unit cell. We carefully checked convergence with these settings by testing higher energy cutoffs and larger k meshes. Each self-consistent electronic calculation was converged to 10−6 eV and structural relaxations were carried out until the Hellmann–Feynman force was less than 0.005 eV Å−1. According to previous study on related systems,35 biaxial strain was modeled using periodic calculations in which in-plane lattice parameters were fixed at lengths ranging from −9.93% to +10.85% of the respective cubic perovskite lattice parameters (aeq = 8.66 Å), while the perpendicular axis and atomic positions were allowed to relax. The electronic contribution to the polarization was calculated following the Berry phase formalism.36 Space groups were determined using the FINDSYM software.37 We also examined the electronic structures for VASP-predicted perovskite iodide structures using the HSE06 (Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof) hybrid functional.38 Structural images were produced using the VESTA software.39

3. Results and discussion

CsSnI3 forms the cubic perovskite structure above 426 K, tetragonal perovskite structure with the SnI6 octahedral rotation along the c-axis between 351 and 426 K, and orthorhombic perovskite structure with additional octahedral tilting below 351 K.40 We firstly optimized the experimentally observed phases of CsSnI3 displayed in Fig. S1†. The calculated and experimental unit cell parameters of bulk CsSnI3 are shown in Table S1†. It can be seen that the calculated lattice constants of the different phases are in good agreement with the experimental value (in all case less than 3%) and previous theoretical reports.36,39,40 Moreover, the energetic preference for the orthorhombic phase is consistent with the fact that this phase is observed at low temperature. All these preparations guaranteed the reliability of the following calculations on strained CsSnI3 films.

Then, we investigated how biaxial strain interacts with the structural energetics of these phases. To explore the phase diagram of the strained CsSnI3 films, the possible crystal structures with different oxygen octahedral tilting patterns, such as antiferrodistortive (AFD), were derived from the unstable phonon modes of the high symmetry Pn3m structure and their relative stabilities were analyzed. The calculated structures used herein are listed in Table S2†. The total energies per unit cell of the CsSnI3 films as a function of strain are shown in Fig. 1. Despite considering the effect of the epitaxial strain (e) on the different phases with different oxygen octahedral tilting, the total energy of these structures, which are larger than the value of the structures presented in Fig. 1, are not shown. Thus, we only discuss the relatively low energy phases in this study.

As the strain varies from compression to tension, the ground state of the CsSnI3 films changes consecutively from the polar P4bm state to the non-polar Pnma state, then to the polar Pmc21-(I) state, followed by another polar Pmc21-(II) state. The structures of these phases are displayed in Fig. 2. Fig. 2a displays the structure of the P4bm state in which the Glazer notation is a′a′+c′.41 The SnI6 octahedra rotate along the [001] direction in-
Fig. 1 Computed total energies of the CsSnI₃ films as a function of biaxial strain perpendicular to the [001] direction with geometries optimized to allow various distortions. The vertical lines mark the transition.

For the polar P4bm state, its ground state occurs when $e < -6.47\%$. It should be noted that the P4bm state will end up at the P4/mbm state when $e$ is larger than $-6.47\%$ and this phase transformation is a second order quantum phase transition. First, taking the P4/mbm phase as the reference state, we calculated the electric polarization of this polar state. The calculated results are displayed in Fig. 3a, which shows that the calculated polarization monotonously decreases from 8.25 to 0.17 μC cm⁻² as strain increases from $-9.93\%$ to $-6.47\%$. Obviously, compared with a previous report on the inorganic perovskite (CsRb)Sn₂I₆, the calculated polarization is greatly enhanced. Especially, when strain is larger than $-6.47\%$, the calculated value of polarization is close to zero. This confirms that the phase transition between the P4bm and P4/mbm phases is a second order transition. We then studied the electric structure of this phase. In Fig. 3b, the band gaps of the P4bm state are plotted as a function of the epitaxial strain, and to help understand the evolution of the electric structure of P4bm state, the results of the P4/mbm phase are also shown when $e > -6.47\%$ although it is not the ground state. In particular, the calculated band gaps first decrease from 0.52 to 0.00 eV ($-9.93\% > e > -5.31\%$), and then increase from 0.00 to 0.21 eV ($-5.31\% > e > -0.69\%$). Typically, standard exchange-correlation functionals such as GGA and LDA significantly underestimate the band gaps. Due to the importance of iodides in photovoltaic applications, it is essential to compute the electric structure of the strained CsSnI₃ films as accurately with a previous study on the strain effect on CsSnI₃ films, our study is more systematic. In our study, we not only consider a single factor such as octahedral rotation/tilt or off-center of the Sn cation, but also consider a combination of rotation/tilt and off-center. Therefore, we discovered the polar phase P4bm (compressive) and Pmc2₁(II) (tensile) states. Thus, it is hoped that ferroelectricity can be found in other halide perovskites, such as CsBX₃ (B = Ge, Sn and Pb; X = Cl, Br and I) under epitaxial strain.

Fig. 2 Model of the different epitaxial structures. Panels (a), (b), (c), and (d) display a schematic description of the P4bm, Pnma, Pmc2₁(I), and Pmc2₁(II) phases, respectively. The first layer represents polyhedral views of these phases from the c-axis, while the second layer is the view from the a and b-axes. The cyan, gray, and purple balls represent Cs, Sn and I atoms, respectively.
as possible, especially the energy band gaps. Thus, the HSE06 functional was also selected in these calculations. The calculated results are displayed in Fig. 3b. The calculated band gaps increase compared with that from the PBEsol method and they have a similar trend vs. strain increasing. The semiconducting band gaps indicate that this FE state is not suitable for absorption in the solar spectrum. In addition, we plotted the band-structure of the P4bm phase at e = −7.62%, and the results are displayed in Fig. 3c (PBEsol method) and Fig. 3d (HSE06 functional). It can clearly be seen that in the valence band of the P4bm state, the valence band maximum (VBM) is located at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone, while the conduction band minimum (CBM) does not lie at Γ point, thus, it possesses indirect band gaps. Indirect band gaps are unfavorable for light absorption. Nevertheless, Yu and Zunger previously highlighted an indirect band gap that did not result in weak absorption, and provided a direct allowed transition existing only at higher energy.43 Interestingly, after carefully studying the character of this band-structure, we find that there is band inversion (see Fig. S3†) at the Γ point, which has been reported in topological insulators. Such phenomenon has been discussed in previous reports on other halide perovskites.43,45 Thus, this property allows compressive CsSnI3 thin films to have potential application in the search for new bulk topological insulators.

We now focus on the strain e lying in the region between −0.47% and +1.62%. In this range, the computed ground state is the Pnma state (see Fig. 2). This state is centro-symmetrical in structure, thus it does not possess electric polarization. As the strain increases from −6.47% to +1.62%, the band gaps change from 0.00 to 0.42 eV within the PBEsol method (0.15 to 0.84 eV within the HSE06 method, see Fig. S4†). Moreover, there is a kink in the band gaps curves at e = −0.69%, because the epitaxial strain breaks the 3-fold degeneracy of the I-5p states, which has been discussed in a previous report.46 Similarly to the bulk state, both the VBM and CBM are located at the Γ point of the Brillouin zone, thus direct band gaps exist (Fig. S4†).

In the region of +1.67% < e < +9.30%, a polar phase named Pmc2_1(I), which takes the place of the Pnma state, becomes the ground state. This phase has been also reported in other perovskite oxide compounds under tensile strain, such as BiFeO3 and SrZrO3.46,47 It is notable that the phase transition between the Pnma and Pmc2_1(I) states is also a second order quantum transformation which is similar with the phase transition between the P4bm and P4/mnbm phases. The calculated polarization of the strained CsSnI3 films is displayed in Fig. 4a. It can be seen that as the tensile strain increases from +1.61% to +9.30%, the polarization increases monotonically from 0.00 to 13.60 μC cm⁻². The polarization value is significantly enhanced compared with that in previous reports on inorganic perovskite ferroelectrics and is the same order of magnitude with organic halide perovskite ferroelectrics such as CH3NH3GeI3.19,28 To confirm that the ferroelectricity of the Pmc2_1(I) phase can be
switched by an epitaxial electric field, we calculated the FE double well at \( e = +3.93\% \) and the result is displayed in Fig. 4b. In addition, the FE double well gives the energy difference (\( \Delta E_0 \)) between the ground-state FE structure and the high-symmetry paraelectric reference, which can be used to estimate the stability of polarization. According to the calculated \( \Delta E_0 \), we estimated the Curie temperature of the ferroelectricity and the stability of polarization. According to the calculated
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A, see Fig. S6†). In
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constants increase, the out-of-plane lattice constants decrease. However, it is found that, at the phase boundary, there is significant jump for the \( c \)-lattice (0.497 Å, see Fig. S6†). In addition, the electric polarization value also has an obvious jump at \( e = +9.30\% \) (6.09 \( \mu \)C cm\(^{-2} \)). To lower the order in the fields, the energy of the phase with larger polarization will be lowered relative to a phase with smaller polarization by \( \vec{P} \cdot \vec{E} \). Thus, for a system in the vicinity of the phase boundary, a large electric-elastic response is predicted as the result of the possibility of switching between two phases with quite different polarization, band gaps, and \( c \)-lattice parameters. In particular, the \( \text{Pmc}2_1\)-(II) state just at the phase boundary could be driven by an applied electric field to the \( \text{Pmc}2_1\)-(I) state with a downward jump in the \( c \)-lattice. In addition, the \( \text{Pmc}2_1\)-(II) state could also be driven into the \( \text{Pmc}2_1\)-(I) state by an applied uniaxial compressive stress with an upward jump in polarization.

To obtain a better understanding of these results, we next calculated the atom-resolved density of states for each state using the PBEsol method (Fig. 5). In these four phases, we find that the bottom of the conduction band is primary Sn-5p states, whereas the top of the valance band consists primarily of an antibonding combination of Sn-5s and 1-5p states for \( \text{Pbam} \), \( \text{Pma2} \), and \( \text{Pmc}2_1\)-(I) phases which is consistent with a previous study.† Furthermore, there is hybridization among the Sn-5s,
Sn-5p, and I-5p states throughout the valence and conduction bands. This indicates that the epitaxial strain on Nd with smaller hafnium with smaller films does not modify the orbital character at the band edges for the P4bm, Pnma, and Pmc21-(I) phases, but instead affects the band gap through structural changes. However, for the Pmc21-(II) phase, we find that the top of the CBM primarily consists of Sn-5s states. This may be related with the increase in lattice parameters of the Pmc21-(II) phase which can weaken the hybridization between Sn-5s and I-5p below the Fermi energy. Finally, we find that the band gap, broken inversion system, and strongly hybridized Sn-5s and I-5p states enable P4bm (indirect band gap) and Pmc21-(I) (direct band gap) to have a direct p–p optical transition.49

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have comprehensively investigated the effects of biaxial strain and the accompanying structural distortions on the energy landscapes, electric polarization, and band gaps of films of the perovskite photovoltaic material CsSnI3 with first-principle calculations. It is found that both compressive and tensile strain can drive the non-polar phase (Pnma) to the polar phase (P4bm and Pmc21-(II)). Notably, our calculations show that the FE polarization is up to several μC cm⁻² and that the polarization is considerably enhanced compared with previous studies. Unlike the nonpolar phase, the electric polarization present in these FE phases can effectively separate the photo-excited carriers, leading to novel FE photovoltaic materials with potentially enhanced energy conversion efficiency. Moreover, we show that compressive strain can induce a direct–indirect band gap transition accompanied with a Pnma to P4bm transition. The Pmc21-(I) phase has a suitable direct band for visible light-harvesting and its band gaps can be altered by several tenths of an electronvolt under epitaxial tensile strain. In addition, we also predict that there is an electric-elastic response in the vicinity of the phase boundary of the Pmc21-(I) and Pmc21-(II) phases. It is expected that all-inorganic strained CsSnI3 films, which possess suitable band gap and large electric polarization, can be used as light-harvesting materials and epitaxial strain can be used as a new route to develop semiconductor FE materials that can promote the desirable separation of photo-excited carriers in the less-explored inorganic perovskite halide materials.
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